6th Grade Minecraft

PreHistory Survival Mode
Survive with your clan, create fire, find shelter and food, build a religious temple and develop society.

Rebuilding the Past - Hanging Gardens of Babylon
Read descriptions of the famous palace in Mesopotamia and create your interpreted version of the gardens.

Rebuilding the Past - Design Your Own Pyramid
Create your own pyramid with burial chambers and astrological features like the Egyptians.

Rebuilding the Past - Greek Gods
Design a temple for a Greek God after studying the Temple of Apollo.

Rebuilding the Past - Atlantis
Read Plato’s description of Atlantis and rebuild the mythical empire.

Rebuilding the Past - Roman Engineering
Create an accurate, to scale version of one of Rome’s greatest feats of engineering.

Historical Symbols - Ancient China
Create a unique symbol and demonstrate new learning regarding the topic.

7th Grade Minecraft

World Symbols
Per unit project, a Minecraft option will require a unique symbol to be created or re-created demonstrating new learning and representing a country.

8th Grade Minecraft

Physical Geography Minecraft
Create the main physical features of the regions of the United States.

Native Americans Minecraft
Create a Native American village based on what your group learned about a Native American group. Play on Survival mode.

Colonies Minecraft
Create a unique colony that represents one that existed in that region of the United States.

Lowell Mills Minecraft
Create a working Lowell Mill in New England, United States.

Rebuild the White House
Following the War of 1812, the White House must be rebuilt. Build to scale.